
THE LIFE AND DEATH OF

CONCORD



Late 1950’s and 1960’s was a time engineering advancements along with the start of the space race and cold war.

• 1957 First ICBM

• 1957 First satellite 

• 1959 First weather satellite

• 1960 First spy satellite

• 1961 First man in space

• 1962 Fly by far side of moon

• 1965 First space walk

• 1968 Man walks on moon

• 1955 Working group

• 1959 Contract awarded

• 1969 First flight

• 1976 Introduction into service

Concord was the British and French’s contribution to the space / technology race



THREE COMPETITORS

European Concord

American 

Soviet Tu-144



AMERICAN ENTRY

Lockheed l-2000

Boeing 2707

Boeing won the contest

Concerns about sonic 

booms and ozone 

depletion

Prototype was never 

built



RUSSIAN TU-144



1973PARIS AIRSHOW





TUPOLEV TU-144

First flight on 31 December 1968

Crash in 1973 at paris

First passenger service in November 1977

Second crash in May 1978 during delivery flight

Fleet was grounded after only 55 passenger flights

Later used for mail , cargo and space research 

Total of 15 planes produced

Cruise altitude of 52,000’ and speed of Mach 1.6



CONCORD DESIGN



Pointy nose

Thin fuselage

Delta wing

Long landing gear



Committee to study the 

concept of a supersonic 

transport was formed in 1954.

They knew that drag was 

proportional to the span of 

the wing and initially planned 

for short wings

This led to very high power 

requirements for take off and 

high landing speeds



Soon after Weber and 

Kucemann published a paper 

that said Delta wings produce 

strong lift at high angles.  They 

also discovered that the lift is 

maximized by extending the 

wing along the fuselage.  

Therefore a Delta wing that 

has a small span and is 

stretched from front to back 

will produce high lift for 

landing yet low drag in cruise.





The long thin fuselage is needed to keep 

aerodynamic drag to a minimum 



Supersonic object have a pointy 

nose while subsonic objects have a 

blunt nose



The high nose up attitude needed for the production 

of lift had some other tradeoffs.

The pilots could not see over the nose during 

landing. The solution was to have the nose ‘droop’ 

to improve visibility.



Due to the high pitch angle during landings, the 

landing gear needed to be long enough to prevent 

the tail hitting the ground.



OLYMPUS 593 ENGINE

•37,000 lb of thrust with 

afterburner

•Total of 67 were built

•Afterburner was added later as 

Concord’s weight increased

•Afterburner (20% thrust 

boost) was used for takeoff 

and accelerating from Mach 

1.0-1.7

•Achieved a thermal efficiency 

of 43%



Concords engine intake area had many jobs.

•The engines needed subsonic air so the engine intakes had to slow down the airflow during supersonic flight.  

•The intake had to compress the air in preparation of it entering the compressor.

•Air had to be ducted to cool the exhaust during afterburner flight.

•The intake area had to be larger during take off and smaller during cruise

Concord pioneered the use of a Digital Signal Processor to control its air inlet control units



Take off

Cruise

Reverse



SALES



Originally predicted a market for 350 aircraft

At the time of launch there were 74 orders from 16 airlines



Several factors caused airlines to cancel their orders

• Costs had spiralled to 6 ties original

• 1973 stock market crash

• 1973 oil crisis

• Introduction of more efficient wide body aircraft (Boeing 747)

• Passengers were starting to ask for cheaper tickets

In the end, only BA and Air France took delivery 



FUEL ECONOMY



WHAT IS A SONIC BOOM
When there is a disturbance in either water , air or another medium.  Waves move out from the point of disturbance.



As an object moves forward, the waves are closer 

together out front and spread out behind



SHOCK WAVES

Sound waves are produced as a plane moves through the air.  During subsonic flight they can move out in front and away from t





When the object is traveling faster than the speed of 

the waves, then a shock wave is formed as the waves 

pile up in front and radiate out in a cone shape behind.



During supersonic flight the sound waves can not move out of the way and pile up at the front of the plane.  The result is the formation of a shock wave.  Then a shock wave reaches the ground we hear a sonic boom.



The shock wave creates a large amount of drag.  Planes need a lot of power to accelerate through the sound barrier.  Superson



LIFT TO DRAG RATIO

Drag Ratio is the amount of lift generated by the wing divided by the drag caused by moving through the air.  The higher

The speed that gives the highest ratio is an airplanes most efficient speed.

The Lift-to-Drag Ratio tends to be lower at very high speeds.

7:117:160:1



Passengers Gallons

Gallons per 

passenger 

mile

Gallons per 

passenger

110 22,000 0.067
200

(Almost 1 ton 

per passenger)

420 17,800 0.014 42

350 10,700 0.010 31

LHR - JFK

3000 Miles



OPERATING COST 

LHR-JFK

747

$26,000

$0.024 seat/mile

Concord

$14,250

$0.045 seat/mile

707

$13,700

$0.03 seat/mile



LUXURY













JFK-LHR is 3000 miles

Concord flew at Mach 2 or 1155 knots

Time to cross was 3 hours

vs 7 hours for a 747



THE CRASH



On 25 July 2000, Air France flight 4590 crashed on departure from Paris.  The flight was chartered by a German cruise line.  



Five minutes before the Concord 

departed, a Continental Airlines DC-

10 took off from the same runway.  A 

17 inch metal piece from the engine 

cowl came off and was left on the 

runway.

When Concord departed, this piece 

of metal punctured the tire.  The tire 

exploded and a chunk of rubber hit 

the underside of the wing, puncturing 

the fuel tank.  Leaking fuel ignited.





Engines one and two both surged and lost power.  Engine one recovered on its own and the crew shut down engine two.

The aircraft continued on the remaining three engines, however, the landing gear could not be retracted due to damage from the impact.  The extra drag from the extended gear made it impossible to accelerate and climb.

Engine one now surged again and this time failed to recover.  Due to asymmetric thrust (engines 1, 2 failed and 3,4 are full power), the plane banked over 100 degrees.  The crew lost control.







Both BA and Air France grounded their Concord fleets.

The aircraft was modified with more secure electronic flight controls, kevlar lined fuel tanks and burst resistant tires.

On 17 July 2001, BA completed a demonstration proving flight over Iceland and back.



On 11 Sept 2001, BA flew a Concord from LHR to JFK full with BA employees as their first Atlantic crossing since the crash.  The aircraft landed in New York just before the twin towers attack.

Normal transAtlantic service resumed on 7 Nov 2001.



On 10 April 2003 British Airways and Air France simultaneously announced that they were retiring Concord.

The aircraft was 30 years old, it’s flight deck was outdated and maintenance costs were rising.  Airbus announced that it would be withdrawing support for the airframe.  There was also a slump in air travel demand post 911 and increasing competition fro



WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
UK 7

France 6

USA 2

Barbados 1

Germany 1Smithsonian, USA 

Barbados
Duxford, UK



FUN FACTS



National Honour

Queen Elizabeth II in Barbados

Pope John Paul II in Zambia





1973 Solar Eclipse

The prototype Concord was fitted with portholes in the roof.  It was able to stay in totality for 74 minutes (7 minutes if st



Fred Finn holds the record as the most traveled Concord passenger.  

718 times (no that’s not a typo)







Circumnavigation Records

Westbound

12-13 Oct 1992

500 Anniversary 

of Columbus

32h 49m 3s

Eastbound

15-16 Oct 1995

31h 27m 49s



TransAtlantic Record

JFK to LHR

7 Feb 1996

2h 52m 59s

175 MPH tailwind



Final flight in the US

. The flight claimed a flight time of three hours, 55 minutes and 12 seconds, a record between the two cities.  US authoritie




